PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE
To express your preference for the person to be
ominated as Green-Rainbow candidate for President,
you may do one of the following:
• Vote for one candidate for this office
• Vote for "No Preference" if you do not wish to
vote for a candidate
• Write in another name and fill in the oval to the
right.
Caution: Do NOT vote for "No Preference" and
write in.

DARIO HUNTER
SENIOR, KIM ANG, CORIN
ROOCHARD AZA CURRY
KENT MUSQUAY
H O W A R D H AK IN G S
NO PREFERENCE

WARD COMMITTEE
You may vote for more than one
of the candidates listed. Fill in the oval
under each name.

STEVE NORTON
JOHN BROWN
SUSAN MILLER
JASON CROSBY

STATE COMMITTEE: MAN

STATE COMMITTEE: WOMAN

NOTE: This is a specimen ballot. Do not use for voting.